
 

 

 

 Breaking the Mold 
 

Written by: Ode Keil 

Over the course of the last thirty five years I have heard how 
difficult the next year would be for healthcare every single 
year at the time budgets are being developed. Operating 
expenses have to be slashed. There is no capital available. 

Hiring to fill vacant and new positions is frozen. More and more I find myself 
asking why this is the foundation for developing a budget when every 
responsible leader in any business knows that no organization has every 
cost cut its way to market dominance or sustainable profitably. 
 
Setting the stage of a budget with such a constraint almost automatically 
results in a cultural block. The bleak outlook presented as part of budget 
preparation in many hospitals is a tradition. Most managers know the 
statement is coming. The result is a lack of motivation to energize creativity. 
Traditions are designed to preserve the status quo rather than to generate 
breakthrough ideas. The irony in this approach is that the ability to 
diagnose and treat diseases is exploding through commercial and 
university level research. This explosion of technology and capability is 
filled with opportunities for healthcare organizations yet preservation of the 
tradition of hard economic times is a safe haven where managers know 
how to operate. 
 
A question that facility managers should consider when confronted with a 
gloomy budget prediction should ask what it takes to break the cycle of 
tradition. One proven method is to develop a questioning attitude. Creative 
people generally retain some of the attitude of small children that leads 
them to ask one question after another. My four year old grandson comes 
up with some of the most challenging questions I have dealt with in some 
time. He lives in Arizona and loves snow. He has come to believe the snow 
lives in Chicago as the only time he has seen snow is at Christmas when 
he visits family. The question he asked is where the snow goes in the 
summer so it stays cold. Try explaining the cycle of seasons between the 
north and south hemispheres. All of us were like this as small children. We 
stopped asking questions because we don’t want to appear ignorant as we 
grow older and we are told to stop asking questions when the target of the 
question does not know the answer or the question is socially awkward. 
Recapturing a questioning attitude is not very difficult provided you are able 
to stand a few stares and comments. Another way to break down tradition 
is to identify them by brainstorming. This is familiar to most managers. The 
free flow of ideas without immediate evaluation can often free up creativity.  
 
The real challenge for every healthcare organization is to balance the free 
flow of ideas and information with the organizations need for control. Too  
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One Chance to Make a First Impression 
by Henry Saunders 

 

    Since the addition of the Life Safety Surveyor to The Joint Commission’s survey team, one can expect 
a more thorough & detailed examination of your Life Safety drawings at the onset of the building tour. It 
is for this reason that you want to ensure that you put your best foot forward by making a positive first 
impression at this time. The surveyor will typically request your latest Life Safety drawings, which 
should include accurate & current floor plans, illustrating all smoke and fire barriers, exits and it is 
highly recommended that you include any occupancy separations to allow the surveyor to know which 
chapter of the NFPA 101 2000 edition to be applied. In most cases Life Safety surveyors normally won’t 
venture into areas declared as business occupancies, with the exception of levels of exit discharge, to 
insure patient safety to public way. But note that CMS surveyors might go anywhere or everywhere 
they desire that is occupied or operated by your facility. After presenting your drawings, you will have 
provided them the first impression that could lead to either a positive assumption of your life safety 
program or a negative perception that could lead to RFI’s—even before the tour begins. 

\ 

    Facility Directors tend to pride themselves in being in the know of every facet of their facilities LS 
drawings, but sometimes it takes an expert eye to assure that all the necessary details are in place. 
Your LS drawings should effectively answer any questions surveyors might have and it is highly 
recommended that you provide illustration of anything that might make their job easier such as: 
hazardous areas, suites, vertical shafts, compartment information, distances to exit and smoke barriers. 
Having schedule information (criteria tables) showing the rules applied to the components of LS is a 
key factor. This will immediately let the surveyor know that a comprehensive study has been provided 
and your ability to navigate them through the information reinforces their confidence that your 
knowledge of the Life Safety Code is where it needs to be.  (Refer to illustrations on Page 3 & 4)  

(Continued on Page 4)  
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(Continued from front page) 
 
much control such as that represented by the limiting statement about the immediate financial future 
and innovation is stifled and the organization fails. Too little control and creative energy is exhausted 
chasing clouds and dreams.  Facility managers do not have time to spend chasing dreams but without 
any big ideas. What they must retain is a willingness to start over when it is clear that honoring tradition 
has resulted in a degeneration of creativity and effective work. Old systems of work must be 
deconstructed to identify core problems and solve them.  
 
Core problems are those that lead to other problems. They can be identified relatively easily by 
mapping the problems that have to be addressed as part of developing a budget. The problems may be 
technical such as failing infrastructure. They may be social such as a key leader who refuses to 
consider ideas that he or she does not originate. Mapping the problems consists of drawing arrows from 
one problem to one or more other problems. Problems with many arrows out are core problems. 
 
Renewal of the management of any hospital department requires that the financial and creative 
resources required to solve core problems be identified and a plan developed to attack them in a very 
concentrated manner while maintaining an acceptable level of performance for work that tradition 
requires be done. An example of wasted energy is delaying preparation for a Joint Commission survey  
every three years rather than maintaining the documents on an ongoing basis as required by the 
tradition of accreditation. The period of intensive preparation for survey kills the momentum needed to 
develop new work methods and strategic planning. This is not the only example of maintaining tradition 
at the expense of innovation. Unless facility managers are willing to put tradition in its place, innovation 
in hospitals will continue to be slow and painful. 
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    Once your LS drawings are well in place and have undergone review, it is time to start the rigorous, and 
sometimes nerve racking tour of your facility. You might have indicated mixed occupancies throughout 
the facility and these separations should be identified (and updated) in the electronic Basic Building 
Information (eBBI) as well as on your LS drawings.  If your facility has managed to get > 750,000 sq. ft. 
limit of healthcare occupancy space by defining those business occupancies, you could significantly 
reduce what was a two-day survey to only a single day of survey - and less time makes for less 
adverse observations. By defining code compliant suites, and providing the details to assure all 
requirements are met, you could afford even less space for a surveyor to physically examine and 
although not required (per the SOC instructions), it is well within the benefit of the organization to limit 
their surveyable space. This has proven a very successful strategy for our clients and said practice is 
even supported by The Joint Commission and CMS. And doesn’t it make sense to leave a positive 
impression to assure a successful survey outcome? For those of you who are interested in having your 
Life Safety drawings updated to reflect these ideal changes, please contact us at 
info@tsigconsulting.com. 



 

 

 

Managing Life Safety Code Deficiencies 
 By Tom Lyons, CHSP 

 

The Joint Commission has defined specific means by which an organization can 
manage their building Life Safety Code deficiencies and recently provided TSIG a list 
that they ask we share with our readers to ensure their message gets effectively 
communicated. Basically there are 4 (four) methods that an organization can use to 
manage building deficiencies, however it is important to remember that should you  
elect to choose either Options 2, 3, or 4, failing to assess which (if any) Interim Life 
Safety Measures are necessary (and subsequently implemented), could result in 
serious consequences, not to exclude a Direct Impact RFI. Therefore please do not 
forget this essential and most important process when evaluating Life Safety 
compliance for your buildings.  

 

 The four methods of managing building deficiencies are: 
 

 Option #1 - Resolve the deficiency immediately with documentation. 
 

    Option #2 - A documented management process identifying the deficiency, actions to resolve the 
deficiency, date observed and date corrected. This process is permitted for deficiencies that can be 
resolved in 45 days. 

   

    Option #3 - A Plan for Improvement (PFI) which is located in the Statement of Conditions (SOC). This 
process is used for deficiencies identified in the Life Safety Chapter that require more than 45 days to 
resolve.   

 

    Option #4 – A Life Safety Equivalency approved by The Joint Commission. To protect occupants during 
submittal process, deficiencies and ILSM’s implemented per organization policy must be documented.  

 

    Now for the important key, critical issues that could make or break you at time of survey.  
 During the Life Safety document review session, you must be able to provide evidence of how you are 

managing your deficiencies- no matter which option above you choose. Should you choose to manage 
some deficiencies, utilizing option #2 you may be asked to illustrate a history of those items, as well as 
define how and when they were corrected. 

  

 As part of the building tour, you may be asked by the Life Safety surveyor to provide written evidence of 
managing deficiencies should you choose either option #2 or #3. For example, when a deficiency has been 
discovered by the Life Safety Surveyor, they may request to see just how you are managing it, and you 
would then in turn inform him that it either has a 45 day work order ticket, or it has been entered as a ePFI 
on your SOC. The catch with option #2 is the fact that the surveyor can now request documentation of past 
deficiencies to verify whether you actually closed the loop on these issues within the specified 45 day 
window timetable– and can also seek this documentation, within a date range of 90 days prior to and 90 
days after survey activity. Failing to provide this documentation, or providing evidence that you went beyond 
the 45 day window for correcting it could prove damaging. 

  

    One more item to add is that all deficiencies- whether entered on a 45 day work order or as a ePFI will be 
required to have a specific reference documenting either the Element of Performance number within the Life 
Safety Chapter or the specific  reference to NFPA 101 - 2000 edition of the Life Safety Code. Of course with 
all reports, you will need to make sure to include all pertinent information regarding the status of the 
deficiency i.e. open, closed equivalency or other. 

  

 What may appear to seem like some major changes, these really are not, provided your organization has 
long  been diligent in the maintaining and updating the documentation of all your Life Safety deficiencies. 
But for those of you who have any doubts on your current process, now is the time to assess whether you 
have the ability to truly track your deficiencies, as well as the confidence to provide them at moments notice. 
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    Mounting Fire Extinguishers 
By Jeff Klausner, CHSP 

 

During our mock surveys across the country, one could not help but notice the varying heights that 
fire extinguishers are being mounted from one facility to the next and sometimes even within a 
single facility.  In some cases, the extinguishers were placed on hooks with the bottom of the 
extinguisher no more than 2 or 3 inches off the floor.  In other areas, extinguishers were mounted 
with the bottom of the extinguisher more than 5 feet from the floor.  One could assume that the 
hospital was concerned about hospital staff possibly bumping into it or hitting the extinguisher with 
a cart. However, for the employee who is short in stature, the removal of an extinguisher at this 
height can be physically challenging as well as an unsafe condition. Therefore, we are often 
asked: “what standards from the NFPA apply to fire extinguishers with respect to mounting height 
and what is the appropriate height?” Under NFPA 10, the following standard applies: 
Fire extinguishers having a gross weight not exceeding 40 lbs. shall be installed so that the top of 
the fire extinguisher is not more than 5 ft. above the floor.  Fire extinguishers having a gross weight 
greater than 40 lbs. shall be so installed that the top of the fire extinguisher is not more than 3 ½ ft. 
above the floor.  In no case shall the clearance between the bottom of the extinguisher and the 
floor be less than 4 inches. 
The main purpose of the standard is to make the removal of an extinguisher easy and safe. 
Clearly, the NFPA has met this intent. The next most common question is what type of 
extinguishers should be in specific locations and we are providing a chart (on page 7) that 
illustrates the recommended type and use for the common extinguishers being used today.  
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Message From The CEO 
By Ralph Heiman, AIA 

 

I would like to thank all of you who attended this year’s EC Summit at the Palazzo in Las Vegas 
this month. I heard the accommodations were excellent and I was glad to hear that our Senior Vice 
President: George Rivas was again voted the top speaker, based on receiving the highest scores 
from the attendee evaluations. Although I am confident that George’s ego doesn’t require any addi-
tional inflation, we take pride in knowing that you all found his presentations informative and inter-
esting. And I can honestly say that I was amazed at the personal responses we received and how 
many of you followed up with our firm to acquire the well developed tools & templates Mr. Rivas is 
known for creating. 
 

For those of you who missed George in Vegas, you will have a chance to see him, along with our 
friend Ode Kiel at the Environment of Care Training Camp in Orlando Florida on Dec. 6-7. You can 
register for this event at www.ectrainingcamp.com. 
 

I would also like to personally offer my congratulations to our friends Tom Murray and Kelly Hefti of 
Sanford USD Medical Center, whose diligent & impressive labor achieved recognition as 1 of only 
10 recipients of the 2010 Governor’s Workplace Safety and Health Award of Honor.  This award is 
in recognition of employers throughout the state of South Dakota that have achieved significant 
outcomes for their outstanding efforts in reducing workplace injuries and illnesses. I am sure that 
this prestigious acknowledgment extended to their excellent Physical Environment team was well 
deserved– BRAVO! 



 

 

Water 

Ordinary Combustibles  
 
Fires in paper, cloth, wood, rubber, and many plastics require a water type extinguisher labeled A. 
  
Important: 
 Never use water to extinguish flammable liquid fires. Water is extremely ineffective at extinguishing 

this type of fire and may make matters worse by the spreading the fire.   
 Never use water to extinguish an electrical fire. Water is a good conductor and may lead to electro-

cution if used to extinguish an electrical fire. Electrical equipment must be unplugged and/or de-energized before 
using a water extinguisher on an electrical fire. 

CO2 

Flammable Liquids  
 
Fires in oils, gasoline, some paints, lacquers, grease, solvents, and other flammable liquids require an extinguisher 
labeled B. 
  
Important: 
 CO2 is not recommended for Class A fires because they may continue to smolder and re-ignite after the 

CO2 dissipates.   
 Never use CO2 extinguishers in a confined space while people are present without proper respiratory pro-

tection. 

 
  
Dry Chemical 

Electrical Equipment  
 
Fires in wiring, fuse boxes, energized electrical equipment, computers, and other electrical sources require an 
extinguisher labeled C. 
  
Important: 
 CO2 is not recommended for Class A fires because they may continue to smolder and re-ignite after the 

CO2 dissipates.   
 Never use CO2 extinguishers in a confined space while people are present without proper respiratory pro-

tection. 

  Multi-Purpose 

Ordinary Combustibles, Flammable Liquids, or Electrical Equipment  
 
Multi-purpose dry chemical is suitable for use on class A, B, and C. 
  
  

 
  
  
  
           Class K 

Kitchen Fires 
 
Fires involving combustible cooking fluids such as oils and fats. 
 
Note: Your present fire extinguishing equipment may not put out a fire involving vegetable oil in your deep fat 
fryer.  Once a fire starts in a deep fryer, it cannot always be extinguished by traditional range hoods or Class B 
extinguishers. 
 Do not attempt to use a Class A extinguisher containing water or CO2 on a deep fat fryer fire. An explosive 

type reaction may result.   
 Place a placard near the Class K fire extinguisher which states: "In case of appliance fire, use this extin-

guisher only after the fixed fire suppression system has been actuated". Class K fire extinguishers are only in-
tended to be used after the activation of a built-in hood suppression system. If no commercial cooking system 
hood and fire suppression system exists, Class K extinguishers are not required.   
 Extinguishing agents in many Class K extinguishers are electrically conductive and should only be used after 

electrical power to the kitchen appliance has been shut off. Class K extinguishers use a variety of agents. Potas-
sium bicarbonate is used in some Class K dry chemical extinguishers, and there are also Class K wet chemical 
extinguishers which spray a fine mist. 
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Securing Your Facility from Violent Crime 
By Ken Gregory 

 

Significant emphasis is being put on healthcare organizations for developing prevention strategies 
to limit the possibility and affect of violent crime in hospitals.  This is being driven by very real num-
bers of increased violent crimes being carried out in healthcare facilities. This seriousness can also 
be validated by several recent incidents in facilities: 

 

• Parkwest Medical Center in Knoxville – Three people, and the shooter, were shot outside of the 
Emergency Department 

• At Johns Hopkins in Baltimore a physician was shot while performing a surgery 

• A shoot out with police at Creighton University Medical Center in Omaha resulted in the shooter 
being killed and two officers injured 

                                                         
These events only serve to reinforce several regulatory agencies, such as the Joint Commission’s 
push to bring this issue to the forefront with means via Sentinel Event Alert #45, and California 
State’s AB1083 law.  Regulatory agencies are now requiring that a security assessment be per-
formed by the facility, and subsequently follow-up on these assessment results to assess their risks 
and vulnerabilities.  But how can an organization assess their current level of risk? A comprehensive 
security risk assessment requires a detailed review of one’s current processes, safeguards and his-
tory of events- and best serves when completed by a highly skilled third party expert and security 
professional. There are however some steps that an organization could immediately take to self as-
sess their risk; such as following the recommendations that the Joint Commission suggests. These 
include: 

 

• Identify strengths and weaknesses and make improvements to the facility’s violence-prevention 
program. 

• Take extra security precautions in the Emergency Department, especially if the facility is in an 
area with a high crime rate or gang activity.  

• Work with Human Resources to assure thorough prescreens and background checks of pro-
spective employees and staff.  

• Ensure that procedures for responding to incidents of workplace violence are in place and that 
employees receive instruction on these procedures. 

• Educate supervisors that all reports of suspicious behavior or threats by another employee must 
be treated seriously and thoroughly investigated.  

• Report all serious crimes to law enforcement officials, provide counseling and other support to 
patients and visitors to your facility who were affected by the violent act and review the event to 
make changes to prevent future occurrences. 

 

For those of you seeking to obtain a copy of TSIG’s Workplace Violence Self Assessment Tool, or 
would be interested in having a comprehensive Security Risk Assessment performed for your facility 
by one of our highly trained expert consultants, send an email to info@tsigconsulting.com 



 

   

Chaos in Emergency Management Exercises 
By Barbara Pankoski, CHSP 

 

Recently, one hospital’s Emergency Management exercise turned into total chaos when the 
facility used an off duty policy officer to pose as a terrorist and take hostages.  The “would be” 
terrorist wielded an actual unloaded hand gun and took eight employees hostage.  However 
only after harrowing moments for staff, it was announced the event was actually a drill.  In an 
effort to maintain realism, the “planners” of the exercise did not inform administration or staff of 
the proposed terrorism drill so to the staff it seemed as though a real gunman was taking real 
hostages.  The exercise created a frightening scene where 8 staff members were taken into 
another room as hostages and patients were left unattended.  The facility did have a “realistic” 
Emergency management exercise but at what cost? 

 

   The cost of this “realistic” Emergency Management exercise could have been immeasurable by 
compromising patient safety.  Other costs derived from this ill-planned exercise could include 
emotional trauma for staff and patients, reprimands/loss of jobs for those involved in the 
“planning”, fines and investigations from regulatory agencies. 

 

The exercise did draw the attention of the state’s regulatory agency who cited the facility with 
several deficiencies under the Emergency 
Preparedness Standards which require that a 
hospital develop and carry o u t  a 
comprehensive plan for e m e r g e n c y 
p r e p a r e d n e s s  t h a t addresses internal 
and external emergencies, both local and 
widespread and is based o n  c u r r e n t 
standards for disaster management and 
fire safety. The agency found deficiencies 
under the Nursing Service standard as well 
which requires that the hospital ensure its 
patients receive proper treatment and care 
provided by its nursing s e r v i c e s  i n 
accordance with nationally r e c o g n i z e d 
standards of practice and physicians’ orders. 
The hospital had to have an approved Plan 
of Correction submitted to the  regu la tory 
agency within 10 days after receiving the statement of deficiencies. 

 

   Hospitals can avoid this kind of chaos in their Emergency Management exercises by planning 
in advance and communicating with all of the appropriate parties.  Some hospitals 
communicate through the media and announce when exercises will take place.   Hospitals 
should involve not only internal communication (with Administration, Security, Safety, Facilities, 
and Legal) but may also want to ensure external communication with Emergency Management 
Services (such as Fire Department, EMS providers, Police, other hospitals). Some states may 
even require notification of emergency exercises (Minnesota requires hospitals to fill out a 
“Exercise Notification Form” and submit 30 days prior to the exercise being performed).  Proper 
communication can assure that hospitals avoid chaos in their Emergency Management 
program and albeit there is much to be gained by adding realism to your exercises, it should 
never be done in a manner that may compromise the safety of patients and staff. 
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 Joint Commission Changes Scoring on Top Cited Standards for Life Safety 
By Barbara Pankoski, CHSP 

 

In a recent publication of Joint Commission Online, it was noted that  several of the Elements of 
Performance for EC standards were changed from a Category C scoring to a Category A, which 
significantly narrows the margin for error at time of survey because there is no longer a partial 
compliance score for these Elements of Performance. Either you have it in place and it’s acceptable or 
not. Basically, an all or nothing approach for those Elements of Performance with a Category A score. 

 
    The Joint Commission’s scoring process works like this; there are “A” Categories and “C” Categories 

assigned for each Element of Performance under a particular standard. 
   
• Those Elements of Performance having an “A” beside them are scored either a “0” meaning the 

standard was not met or a “2”, meaning the standard was met.   
• Those Elements of Performance with a “C” beside them can be scored either a “0” which means there 

were three or more times when the facility did not meet the element of performance, a “1” which means 
the facility had less than 3 occurrences where they did not meet the element of performance, or a “2” 
which means the facility met all requirements for the element of performance, Receiving a “0” for either 
scoring category can result in a “RFI” from The Joint Commission. 

 
The following Elements of Performance within the Environment of Care (EC.02.03.05) standards 
were changed to an “A” category effective July 1, 2010;   
 
EP 7: Every 6 months the hospital tests water storage tank high-low water level alarms. 
EP 9: Every 12 months, the hospital tests main drains at system low point or at all system risers. 
EP 12: Every 5 years the hospital conducts water-flow test for standpipe systems. 
EP 16: Every 12 months the hospital performs maintenance on portable fire extinguishers 
EP 17: Hospital conducts hydrostatic tests on standpipe occupant hoses 5 years after installation and 
every 3 years thereafter. 
EP 18: Hospital operates fire and smoke dampers 1 year after installation and at least every 6 years 
thereafter. 
EP 19: Every 12 months, the hospital tests automatic smoke-detection shutdown devices for air-
handling equipment. 
EP 20: Every 12 months, the hospital tests sliding and rolling fire doors for proper operation and full 
closure. 

 
    Facility Managers & Safety Professionals now have even more pressure to ensure compliance due to 

these changes. It is a high priority for hospitals to stay on top of these “A” 
category Elements of Performance since there is no longer a middle ground for 
these– either you have it or you don’t.   One great way to ensure continuous 
compliance is afford a “second set of eyes” to review your documentation and 
processes!  Often times, those responsible  get caught up in the day to day 
urgencies of running a hospital that they may assume that they have everything in 
place but when survey day arrives to their surprise its not exactly what the 
surveyor is looking for.   Having a qualified individual periodically look at your 
documentation can help you ensure everything is in place for your actual survey and TSIG offers the 
best consultants in the business to do just that. 
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Reducing Risk in the Behavioral Health Environment 

                          By Glenn Krasker 
A central theme in The Joint Commission’s Environment of Care (EC) 
standards is the relationship between the environment and those who 
use or occupy it (patients, staff, and visitors).  The goal of the EC stan-
dards is to “promote a safe, functional, and supportive environment within 
the hospital so that quality and safety are preserved.”  Nowhere is this 
concept more relevant than in the behavioral health setting – specifically 
on an inpatient psychiatric unit or in a psychiatric emergency room/crisis 
center. 

 

The risk of patients harming themselves and others is enormous on an inpatient psych unit.  The Joint 
Commission’s reports that patient suicide is the second most frequently reviewed sentinel event with over 
100 patients committing suicide in hospitals each year. As the EC standards stress, the importance of as-
sessing and managing risks in the environment of care is of paramount importance. Standard EC.02.01.01, 
Element of Performance (EP) 1 expects that the hospital identifies safety risks associated with the environ-
ment of care while EP 3 (a direct impact requirement) calls for the hospital to take action to minimize or 
eliminate identified safety risks in the physical environment.  Some risks in the physical environment on 
psychiatric units are so egregious that they may be seen as an Immediate Threat to Health and Safety, 
thereby placing the organization at risk for a Preliminary Denial of Accreditation (PDA) decision. 
 

Given the intense scrutiny of this issue during Joint Commission and CMS surveys and the potential harm 
that such environmental risks present to patients, it is imperative for hospitals with inpatient behavioral 
health (psychiatric) units and/or whose emergency departments treat behavioral health patients to conduct 
a proactive risk assessment of the environment and to take steps to mitigate the risk.  The following proc-
ess has proven to be effective at managing these types of risks in the environment: 
 

1. Assemble a team to perform the risk assessment.  Identify the most appropriate individuals within your 
organization to participate in the risk assessment.  At a minimum, members of the team should include: 

• Nurse manager of the inpatient behavioral health unit 

• Behavioral Health program director (might be a social worker or psychologist) 

• Medical Director for the behavioral health program or Chief of Psychiatry 

• The hospital Safety Officer 

• Director of Facilities Management 

• Front-line staff on the behavioral health unit (such as a nurse or social worker) 

• Consider adding a former patient or representative from a local mental health advocacy group to 
your team 

 

2. Develop or adopt a behavioral health unit risk assessment tool or checklist to guide you in         
conducting the proactive risk assessment.  There are many free, sample behavioral health unit suicide 
risk assessment tools available to help identify the environmental risks in the environment. The tool you 
choose should incorporate widely recognized risks identified in the Design Guide for the Built Environ-
ment of Behavioral Health Facilities published by the National Association of Psychiatric Health Sys-
tems (NAPHS) which is available at www.naphs.org. This guide is intended to address the built environ-
ment of the general adult inpatient behavioral health   care unit and identifies many know environmental 
risks in the behavioral health unit setting.  The tool you use to assess the risk in your environment 
should address the most common suicide risks including hanging in a bathroom, bedroom, or closet.  
Specific risks to look for include: 

(continued on next page) 
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• Dropped or lay-in ceilings that are not monolithic with flush fixtures (lights, ventilation grilles, 
and sprinkler heads).  Lay-in ceiling tile systems allow a source to attach a hanging device on 
the ceiling tile grids, pipes, conduits, or ductwork concealed above the ceiling. 

• Door closing devices with the arm on the room side of the door. Door hinges should be of the 
continuous piano style. Door lever handles should point downward or allow no fastening points 
for a hanging device. 

• The existence of towel bars as compared to shelving that is permanently affixed. 

• Shower curtain rods that are not “break away” or that include metal or stiff plastic materials that 
can be used as a weapon. 

• Clothing rods, coat hangers, or hooks of any type. 

• Showerheads and shower control knobs that are not flush-mounted.  There are push button 
type faucets controls that reduce hanging hazards. 

• Protruding faucets.  The industry is moving towards using flush-mounted handles or those with 
motion or proximity activation. Toilet flushing should be motion or proximity activated as well. 

• Exposed piping.  All piping, horizontal or vertical should be fully enclosed. 

• Open grab bars.  Grab bars should be installed in solid or reinforced walls with continuous wall 
to rail attachment. 

• Lightweight furniture.  Furniture should be of a durable heavy-duty design void of covering if in 
a patient room and non-movable if practical. 

 

3. Conduct the risk assessment. Using a tool such as one suggested above, convene the group 
and orient them to their responsibility.  It is typically effective to have the group inspect the entire 
unit as a group, making note of the environmental risks they identify based upon the checklist or 
tool. 

 

4. Prioritize and organize the results.  Using a process that assesses the relative risk among the 
identified hazards, assign a priority level (such as high/medium/low) to your list.  The assignment 
of a risk level should be as objective as possible, similar to that used when conducting a hazard 
vulnerability analysis (HVA) for emergency preparedness purposes.  Organize the risks on a grid 
that includes: 

• The finding/risk factor 

• Level of risk 

• Risk reduction effort/plan for resolution 

• Timeframe for completion (be realistic with these) 

• Accountable individual(s) 

• Current status of risk reduction strategy implementation 

• Actual completion date 

• Any interim action(s) that are indicated to mitigate the risk 

 
5. Plan, implement, and track risk reduction efforts.  In a manner similar to that used with the 

Statement of Conditions to manage Life Safety Code® deficiencies, use the grid developed in # 3 
above to manage your plan of eliminating the greatest risks to patient safety in the environment.  
Stay on top of this plan so that self-imposed deadlines aren’t missed.  Joint Commission surveyors 
may perceive a plan that has not been implemented as a “busted plan” and cite the organization 
under standard EC.02.01.01, EP 3 for not to taking action to minimize or eliminate identified safety  
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TSIG Welcomes Our Newest Team Members 
By George A. Rivas, CHSP 

 
As part of our ongoing pursuit to provide our clients exceptional quality of service and deliverables 
that are unequalled in the business, we are constantly pursuing the recruitment of only the finest 
individual expert staff to serve as members of the TSIG Team. Therefore I am proud to announce 
the return of Mr. Timothy Crowley and welcome the addition of Mr. Jerry Stewart to our outstanding  
team of consultants.  

  

Jerald R. Stewart , CHFM  
Jerry comes to TSIG with over 20 years experience in Healthcare Facility Operations at 
the Director and Vice President level. Jerry will serve as the Vice President of TSIG 
West Division. Prior to joining TSIG, he served as Senior Healthcare Consultant with 
SSR where he earned the reputation for being one of the most personable, 
knowledgeable and skilled Life Safety & Environment of Care consultants in the 
industry. Mr. Stewart’s expertise stems from his experience  with  management and 
operations of medium to large healthcare facilities with particular strength in regulatory 
compliance and construction management.  Jerry also possesses an outstanding level 
of expertise in Healthcare Support Services Department Operations and TJC, CARF, 
AOA-HFAP, CMS, Life Safety Code 101 compliance and Joint Commission 
International. We truly feel fortunate to have him on board here at TSIG! 

 

  
Timothy Crowley, CHSP, FSM 
And what can I say about Tim Crowley that many of you don’t already know. To know 
him, is to love him. Tim possesses that rare quality that even when he is giving you bad 
news, you can just never get angry at the guy, and he is literally a walking encyclopedia 
on codes and standards. We are sincerely glad to have him back. Mr. Crowley is an 
expert Environment of Care & Fire Safety consultant with over 25 years of experience 
in healthcare safety & engineering. Tim possesses excellent knowledge in the 
application and training of NFPA codes and has conducted hundreds of fire/safety 
training programs at hospitals nationwide. Prior to joining TSIG, he served as the 
Director of Environmental Health and Safety, at Beth Israel Medical Center and Bronx 
Lebanon Hospital. Welcome back brother! 

 

 
risks in the physical environment.  Nonetheless, you are certainly better off identifying the risks yourself 
than having the surveyor point them out to you.  By placing a “behavioral health unit  environmental risk 
reduction” progress report update on the monthly Safety or Environment of Care meeting agenda, you 
can use the committee process to keep the organization’s risk reduction efforts on track. 
 

The list of potential environmental risks could (and does) go on and on.  There are no perfect or risk free 
environments, but there are designs and practices that can reduce the risks faced in caring for patients 
in need of mental health care. 
 

For more information on how to perform a proactive risk assessment of your behavioral health unit(s) or 
for a copy of the proactive risk assessment tools mentioned in this article, please contact Glenn Krasker 
of Critical Management Solutions, a TSIG partner, at (302)-547-0293 or Krasker@kraskerhc.com  
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Can You Afford a Sentinel Event? 
By Patrick E Keller, CHFM  Guest Writer 

Having a patient commit suicide in your facility is the worst nightmare for any administrator or 
CEO.  However, it can now be avoided by changing the physical environment. Inpatient suicides 
have been increasing steadily over the last five years.  It is the second leading cause of death in 
hospitals and recently has been the basis for several multi-million dollar lawsuits.  The patient’s 
bathroom is the probable location for a sentinel event.  It is the only area where a patient can be 
assured privacy for a specific amount of time.  The clinical staff has been trained to watch pa-
tients closely especially during close-watch or arms length.  However, staff members are human 
and mistakes can be made allowing the patient a window of opportunity.  In behavioral health-
care, whether it is in an acute care or residential setting, not every patient can be observed 
100% of the time.  Opportunities for a suicide can occur if the physical environment is not safe.   
In some cases, national attention has spotlighted several of these facilities which have resulted 
in a loss of their accreditation.   
 

Every behavioral healthcare facility has its own unique, physical obstacles to overcome in rela-
tion to safety risks in the patient’s environment.  There are a number of companies with lists of 
products that they claim can be used to enhance the patient’s physical environment.  However, 
when looking at a new product for your hospital you must ask yourself: 
 
1. Can this product be easily ripped, broken, or dismantled by a patient? 
2. If so, can this product be used to harm oneself or another as in hanging, cutting the skin or 

being swallowed?   
3. Can this product be repaired quickly?  If so, what would be the cost in money and labor? 
4. Can this product withstand constant abuse by a patient and for how long?  Is there a backup 

system for this product? 
5. Can this product increase the potential for a sentinel event?  
 

In today’s behavioral healthcare environment, administrators, directors and clinicians have to 
look outside the box to keep their patients safe in their facilities. Historically, 75% of inpatient sui-
cides, whether it is in a hospital or a residential treatment facility, occur in the bathroom.  Prior to 
2002, the only “true” safety devices that were available included suicide resistant shower heads, 
mirrors, and light fixtures.  However, there was no alternative for the bathroom door which was 
the platform for 86% of the suicides.   As a challenge to a Sentinel Event Prevention Committee, 
a suicide resistant bathroom door was developed and installed in several “high risk” facilities.  
This door, called the “Sentinel Event Reduction Door” (SER) was the first in-expensive patented 
door system that drastically reduced the opportunity for   inpatient suicides.  It has been the only 
safety device mentioned by the Joint Commission in their newsletters and publications that was 
specially designed to save the lives of patients.  It has been nominated for the Joint Commis-
sion’s Codman Award and John Eisenberg Patent Safety Award.  Since that time, the SER door 
was unveiled at the American Society of Healthcare Engineering (ASHE) national convention 
and won the 2004 Top Product Award for Patent Safety.  Over the last couple of years, several 
companies have developed cloth doors or electronic devices as an alternative but they lend a 
false sense of safety for the facilities that purchase these inferior products.   Referring back to 
the Joint Commission’s “Nuts & Bolts” article, a doorway has anchoring points all along its pe-
rimeter. The electronic device when installed only takes care of one anchoring point while the 
soft door can be ripped into strips that can be used for hanging purposes.   
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Other aspects to examine at when introducing a new product in your facility is: “How much main-
tenance is required?”, “What is its life expectancy?”, and “Can it be properly disinfected daily?”.  
In the case of the soft door, patients can rip the door down daily and leave it on the bathroom 
floor.  Since it cannot be washed in a machine, fecal matter and bacteria stays locked in the fab-
ric.   The SER door on the other hand, does not require maintenance once it is installed properly, 
it can be properly disinfected daily and can last the life of the building itself.  However, a word of 
caution to those who may seek to self engineer, manufacture and/or reproduce the patent SER 
door without purchasing through the manufacturer, Norva Plastics Inc.   On at least one occa-
sion, a hospital decided to manufacture the door themselves and built it incorrectly.  As a result, 
a sentinel event occurred because the hospital staff tasked with reproducing the door didn’t fully 
comprehend all that goes into the design and manufacturing of the door.  Unlike other products 
on the market, the SER door was tested by an independent state university destruction labora-
tory.  The findings have been published reinforcing how safe the door would be in a very de-
structive behavioral healthcare facility. 
 

Since the development of the SER door, Norva Plastics Inc. has been asked by its clients to de-
velop suicide resistant shower doors, faucets, vanities, shower handles, soap dispensers, toilet 
paper dispensers, plumbing covers and other fixtures that are used throughout facilities.  Each 
device is designed, manufactured and tested at no additional costs to the customer.  There are 
four key elements that go into every Norva Plastics product.  First, will this device provide a safer 
environment for patients?  Second, will it pass any Human Rights inspection?  Third, will it re-
quire less maintenance and hold up to patient abuse?  Finally, is it aesthetically pleasing to the 
patient and staff?   
 

If you are interested in additional information about patient safe products by Norva Plastics, Inc, 
you can send an email with your request to info@tsigconsulting.com 
 



 

 

 
 
Dear Mr. Heiman, 
I would to personally thank you and your staff for assisting us in preparing for our recent 
Joint Commission survey. There is no way we could have done as well without the 
assistance of Mr. Rivas and Mr. Lyons. I can assure you that we will continue to have 
them return each quarter to audit our programs and prepare our Statement of Conditions. 
In all my years here, this was the first time our Engineering Department received a 
standing ovation at the managers exit conference after receiving significant praise by the 
surveyors- and for this I cannot tell you how much we appreciate the contribution of your 
consulting staff to make this all possible. Thanks again. 
 
Arthur Wanek 
Director of Engineering 
Jacobi Medical Center 


